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Abstract 
This paper shows how a minimal neural network model of the cerebellum may be embedded 
within a sensory-neuro-muscular control system that mimics known anatomy and physiology. 
With this embedding, cerebellar learning promotes load compensation while also allowing both 
coactivation and reciprocal inhibition of sets of antagonist muscles. In particular, we show how 
synaptic long term depression guided by feedback from muscle stretch receptors can lead to 
trans-cerebellar gain changes that are load-compensating. It is argued that the same processes 
help to adaptively discover multi-joint synergies. Simulations of rapid single joint rotations 
under load illustrates design feasibility and stability. 
1 Opponent processing in animal movement control 
Opponent processing has been a critical theme in discussions of motor system organization from the time of 
Sherrington) whose data implicated a neural substrate for reciprocal inhibition that prevents opponent mus-
cles from opposing each other's action during normal movements. In more recent, comprehensive treatments 
of the major neuron types involved in spinal circuits for muscle control, even phenomena such as recurrent 
inhibition of motoneurons by Renshaw cells have been traced to the problems associated with dual control of 
joint stiffness and joint angle by opponent muscles (Bullock & Contreras-Vidal, 1991; Bullock & Grossberg, 
1991). Management of opponents' actions during movement and posture is thus a most basic element of the 
motor coordination problem in animals. 
2 Cerebellar coordination of opponent muscles 
The cerebellurn is strongly implicated by clinical and experimental evidence as a substrate for motor coordi-
nation, and cerebellar lesions are known to disrupt normal patterns of action by opponent muscles. Despite 
these facts, there has been surprisingly little attention by either experimentalists or theorists to cerebellar 
opponent interactions. Exceptions can be found in the experimental work of Smith (1981) and the theoretical 
work of Grossberg & Kuperstein (1986, 1989) and Bullock & Grossberg (1991). Smith (1981) reported direct 
evidence of cerebellar involvement in opponent muscle regulation by showing that roughly 75% of Purkinje 
cells associated with hand muscles were inhibited during a task calling for opponent muscle co-activation, 
whereas subsets of the inhibited Purkinje cells were activated when the same muscles were used to achieve 
joint rotations. lntel'preting his data in terrns of known inhibitory projections of Purkinje cells to the deep 
cerebellar nuclei (DCN) that excite motoneurons, Smith proposed a scheme by which circuitry in the cere-
bellar cortex could contribute to both reciprocal and co-activation of opponent muscles (Figure 1a). The 
proposed connectivity uses basket (B) cells and Purkinje (P) cells in the cerebellar cortex to allow DCN 
cell disinhibition during a co-contractive, joint-fixing taBk, aB well as Purkinje-mediatcd reciprocal inhibi-
tion during a joint rotation task. This scheme clarifies the apparent anomaly that the rotation caused by 
the agonist muscle stretches the antagonist muscle, yet the net effect of neural processing is inhibition of 
the antagonist. Inhibition of the antagonist during a desired agonist shortening is the reciprocal inhibition 
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phenomenon observed by Sherrington. It may appear anomalous because at the spinal level, the stretch 
reflex can be expected to excite the antagonist after it is stretched. However, if at the cerebellar level the 
antagonist stretch signal has the effect of inhibiting the DCN projection to the antagonist, as in Fig. 1a, then 
the net effect could be an inhibition, as observed. Thus in Smith 1s scheme, reciprocal inhibition is achieved 
by masking of an excitatory input to motoneurons. 
3 Cerebellar Load Compensation and Opponent Force Genera-
tion. 
Although Smith's scheme is consistent with his data, it is formulated from a narrow base of empirical 
and theoretical considerations. On the empirical side, there is ample data that much of the antagonist 
inhibition is due to active suppression by !a interneurons (Ia!Ns), which are spinal, not cerebellar. More 
importantly, the proposition that antagonist stretch causes antagonist inhibition implies that, if a load resists 
the agonist muscle's contraction, thereby stretching it, this would result in a cerebellum-mediated agonist 
inhibition. This is the opposite of load compensation, and therefore not a viable hypothesis of cerebellar 
action. Smith's scheme overlooks that both opponent muscles may be simultaneously stretched relative 
to the reference levels established by activation of gamma motoneurons and the intrafusal muscles that 
these motoneurons innervate. Thus there can be simultaneous stretch feedback signals from both opponent 
muscles, and adequate reciprocal control for load compensation requires circuitry capable of detecting which 
muscle is more stretched. Such circuitry preprocesses the stretch signals to yield a veridical error signaL Our 
prior work has modeled this circuitry at the spinal level, and has shown by simulation that stretch feedback 
from the agonist, routed through IaiNs, can inhibit the antagonist early in movement. This effect adds with 
a feedforward inhibition and helps explain Sherrington's reciprocal inhibition effect, as well as larger scale 
phenomena such as triphasic EMG burst patterns observed during fast or loaded movements (Bullock and 
Grossberg, 1992). 
We model load-compensating muscle a,cLion that is consistent with Smith's data using the connectivity 
shown in Figure 1 b. This scheme extends the emlier proposals of Grossberg & Kuperstein (1986) and Bullock 
& Grossberg (1991). An agonist stretch partially suppresses the DCN cells projecting to the antagonist 
rnotoneuron pool while using basket inhibition of Purkinje cells to disinhibit the DCN cells projecting to 
the agonist motoneuron pool. Thus the effect is load compensating. As in Smith's proposal, the basket cells 
also make it easier to sustain high muscle coactivations. 
This scheme raises several important issues. Below we address whether this circuit must be prewired, 
or whether it can self-organize. We also show that the implied feedback system is stable and can improve 
performance beyond a system which, without cerebellar circuitry, would rely solely on the spinal level stretch 
reflex. 
4 Synergy Formation via Long Term Depression using Stretch 
Signal Excitation of Purkinje Cells 
To understand how the opponent connectivity of Figure 1 b may self-organize, note that each stretch signal 
is transmitted by parallel fibers to excite a 3 member subset of the 4 cerebellar basket and Purkinje cells. 
This connectivity can self-organize as follows. Let the initial parallel fiber (PF) projection of each stretch 
signal reach all 4 cortical cells. Then let learning weaken the weight of each stretch signal's PF projection 
to one of the two Purkinje cell populations using a known cerebellar learning process, namely correlation-
induced long-term depression (LTD) of synaptic efficacy (Sakurai, 1985). Suppose that each of the two 
Purkinje cells receives one climbing fiber (CF) whose activity is a positive function of stretch in the muscle 
which that Purkinje cell nltimately inhibits. These CF inputs are shown in Figure 1c. Thus Purkinje cell 
P1 would receive input lines P F't and P 1'2 as well as input line C F1. Then the highly correlated stretch-
dependent inputs along Pfi\ and C.F\ will cause a large depression of the PF1 - P1 synaptic efficacy Z11, 
whereas the poorly correlated signals along P F2 and CF1 (originating as they do from receptors in separate, 
















Figure 1: Cerebellar involvement in opponent muscle regulation. (A) Smith's cerebellar scheme for regula-
tion of reciprocal inhibition and co-activation of opponent muscles (1981); (B) Proposed learned cerebellar 
circuitry for generalized opponent muscle control; (C) in the cerebellar network, weights in signal pathways 
z, and Z11 are diminished through PF-CF crosscorrclation-based long-term depression. Key: B, basket 
cell; P, Purkinje cells; DCN, deep cerebellar nuclear cells; CF\ climbing fibers; Z, long-term memory weights. 
Paths terminated by filled dots are inhibitory; all other are excitatory. 
PF synapses to Purkinje cell P2, so the result after learning in the Figure lc circuit would be functionally 
equivalent to the 3 of 4 projection patterns shown in Figure lb. 
This hypothesis places few demands on a-priori wiring for control of opponency in the cerebellum, and 
can be generalized to large numbers of muscles. All muscles capable of contributing to generation of a net 
torque in a given direction around a particular axis of rotation will be co-stretched by a perturbing torque 
delivered to the body and acting in the opposite direction, and all these stretched muscles will be bound 
together in effective synergy by the learning process just described. Thus an ani maPs passive experience with 
random stretches teaches it about the synergic structure of its body, and the result of cerebellar learning is a 
connectivity and resultant signal flow capable of recruiting muscles distributed across many body segments to 
provide cooperative load compensation. This competence appears to be beyond what can be accomplished 
by the segmental organizational scherne utilized by spinal stretch reflexes. In effect, the cerebellum as 
schematized by Figure lc allows a generalization of opponent control beyond the one-joint, two-muscle level 
of organization. 
5 Simulation Results 
An initial test of these ideas has been completed by embedding the cerebellar circuit of Figure lc into a 
model system (depicted in Figure 2) that also includes the VITE central trajectory generator circuit (Bullock 
& Grossberg, 1988) and the FLETE spino-rnuscular circuit model (Bullock, Contreras-Vidal & Grossberg, 
1992), including stretch receptors, spinal circuitry, and a second order model of a single rotary joint actuated 
by opponent muscles. Thus the model generates its own cerebellar ({teaching" signals; and no external 
teacher is needed. Stretch signal pre-processing is perforrned in a model of the inferior olive that will be 
discussed in a more complete report. 









Figure 2: Neural network representation of the neuromuscular control system. Upper-left part: The VITE 
rnodel for variable-speed trajectory generation. Lower part: The FLETE model of the opponently organized 
spina-muscular system. Dotted lines show feedback pathways from sensors embedded in muscles. The two 
lateral feedback pathways arise in spindle organs sensitive to muscle stretch and its first derivative. The two 
rnedial feedback pathways arise in Golgi tendon organs sensitive to muscle force. Signals Ar and A2 specify 
the desired position vector, and the signals V1 G and V2G specify the desired velocity vector; signals Tr and 
72 specify the target position vector; signal P scales the level of coactivation~ and signal GO scales speed 
of movement. Upper-right part: A minimal CEREBELLUM model for control of co-contraction, reciprocal 
inhibition, and stretch reflex tuning for an opponent pair of muscles. 
The time histories were generated by numerically integrating the model system of differential equations. They 
show that the model can execute stable movements even with the long-loop feedback pathway through the 
cerebellum. In Figure 3a the joint position waveform shows a small overshoot but no oscillation around the 
endpoint during a rapid movement under load. The joint velocity profile reproduces the gaussian-like profile 
specified by VITE and observed in human reaching movements. Figures 3b and 3c show the muscle forces 
and alpha MN activities, respectively, for the flexor and extensor pools. The triphasic burst pattern emerges 
from sensory-neural-muscular interactions with the load; the pattern is not preformed in the descending 
command. During flexion of the joint (starting at times 22 and 24) the alpha MN activities and the muscle 
forces show larger amplitude triphasic burst patterns than during extensions because this plot comes from a 
simulation in which inertial load during flexion was two times larger than during extension. For the large-
load movement the force impulses of the flexor and extensor muscles overlap less than for the small-load 
movement. For the former, the triphasic burst (high AG, medium ANT, low AG) is well formed, but for the 
latter only a biphasic pattern is observed (high AG, medium ANT). This conforms with experimental data 
(e.g., Lestienne, 1979). Figure 3d depicts Purkinje cell activity, with spiking dominated by CF excitation 
during an intermediate stage of learning. Figure 3e shows the deep cerebellar nuclear cell activities. Figure 
3f indicates the course of LTD-based learning by PF-to-P cell synaptic weights. Because all weights were 
initialized to 1.0, the figure shows the emergent separation between weights zll, z22 and weights z21, z12· 
Provided that the LTD learning law also allows synaptic potentiation when PF activity is not coincident 
with CF activity, and provided that CF activity is intermittent, these weights reach asymptotic non-zero 
values that preserve the depicted separation. At asymptote (not depicted)) both movement error in end-point 
position and CF activity are greatly reduced, as also reported in vivo (Gilbert & Thach, 1977). 
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Figure 3: VITE-FLETE-CBM-IO simulations for a series of flexion and extension joint rotations and inferior 
olive dynamics. (a) Joint position e (between 30' and -30'), joint velocity iJ, and desired joint velocity i!a; 
(b) muscle force developed during movement; (c) alpha MN activity for flexor and extensor channels; (d) 
Purkinje cell activity, (e) DCN cell activity; (f) parallel fiber to Purkinje cell synapses carrying stretch 
signals correlated with climbing fiber discharges are progressively weakened (long-term depression) such that 
zll < z21 and z22 < z12· 
6 Conclusions 
To maximize stability and economy of muscular effort, gains in feedback control channels should be as small 
as necessary to eliminate movement error. In our theory of the cerebellum, the inhibitory action of Purkinje 
cells, combined with initially strong weights on PF-P synapses, guarantees that the transcerebellar pathway 
from stretch receptors back to muscles will have low initial gain. Thus, the transcerebellar gates are normally 
closed. Long-term depression (LTD) gradually opens the gates until the error signals that drive LTD have 
been so reduced that their depressive effect t·eaches equilibrium with PF-activity dependent potentiation. 
This adaptive gain adjustment allows the system to escape the low tonic feedback gains enforced at the 
spinal level by Renshaw inhibition. Thus this paper clarifies two ways in which the cerebellum overcomes 
spinal circuit limitations: by stable adaptive gain control and by discovery of groups of muscles capable of 
acting synergistically to oppose loads. 
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